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1. In Remark 2.2 on page 107, replace Z[√4D] = Z[√D] by O4D = Z[
√
d]. Throughout there has
been notational imprecision of this kind. Below we note the typo corrections necessary to remedy
this situation.
2. Throughout the paper, replace all occurrences of:
(a) Z[√4D] by Z[√D].
(b) Z[√4c] by Z[√c].
(c) (
√
4c) by (
√
c).
(d) Z[√p2c] by Z[√c].
3. Page 113: Delete Remark 3.2.DOI of original article: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jnt.2011.06.003.
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